I READ THE TEXT AND CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER BY CIRCLING THE LETTER IN FRONT OF IT. (5 x 2 points = 10 points)

1. b) 2. d) 3. a) 4. b) 5. c)

II READ THE TEXT, THEN CIRCLE THE LETTER (a, b, c or d) IN FRONT OF THE ANSWER WHICH YOU THINK BEST FITS EACH SPACE. (20 x 1 point = 20 points)

1. c) 2. d) 3. a) 4. d) 5. c) 6. b) 7. b) 8. a) 9. a) 10.c)

III READ THE TEXT FIRST, THEN WRITE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE WORD IN BRACKETS IN THE SAME LINE. WRITE ONLY ONE WORD ON EACH LINE. DO NOT WRITE ANY NUMBERS. (10 x 1 point = 10 points)

1) taught 2) Originally/originally 3) carries 4) having 5) unusual
6) thieves 7) unwelcome 8) themselves 9) finally 10) owner/owners

IV READ THE TEXT BELOW AND THINK OF THE WORD WHICH BEST FITS EACH GAP. USE ONLY ONE WORD IN EACH GAP. FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE (0). (15 x 1 point = 15 points)

1) that 2) than 3) there 4) the 5) one 6) the 7) a 8) as
9) at 10) with 11) to 12) to 13) be 14) the 15) to

V READ THE TEXT FIRST. THEN FILL IN THE APPROPRIATE FORM / TENSE OF THE VERB IN BRACKETS IN THE ACTIVE OR PASSIVE VOICE. PAY ATTENTION TO THE WORD ORDER. DO NOT ADD ANY OTHER WORDS. (22 x 2 points = 44 points)

1) ask 2) haven’t/ have not seen 3) aren’t/ are not 4) counted 5) promises/is promising/ has promised 6) wants 7) to learn 8) arrives 9) begins/may/can/should begin 10) will have/ will be having/ are going to have 11) being 12) succeed 13) to graduate 14) are getting/have got 15) are dropped / are being dropped 16) ’s/ is happening/ ’s/ has happened 17) repeats 18) stays 19) misses 20) is giving/ has/ ’s been giving/ gives 21) spoke 22) would be

VI COMPLETE THE SECOND SENTENCE SO AS TO GET THE SAME MEANING AS IN THE FIRST SENTENCE. (5x1 point = 5 points)

1. .... to seeing ....
2. .... to finish ....
3. .... spilling ....
4. .... he finds ....
5. .... hasn’t seen ....